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New Titles for Children and Young People
Aiken, Joan. Arabel's Raven; illus. by Quentin Blake. Doubleday, 1974. 118p. $4.95.
A situation comedy with high potential is weakened by overextension: despite the
Ad flair with which Joan Aiken handles caricature and word play, there is so much of
4-6 both here as to slow the action. Some of the humor will be less evident to American
than to British children, but for all children there are oblique references that may not
be perceived, primarily those malapropisms in dialogue that have latent content. The
story line isn't continuous, but there's plenty of incidental action in the descriptions
of the problems into which a mischievous pet raven catapults little Arabel and her
parents. The characterization is broadly comic, the dialogue pithy and colloquial, but
both seem overdone.
Asimov, Isaac. How Did We Find Out About Germs? illus. by David Wool. Walker, 1974.
64p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.85 net.
Authoritative and simply written, a survey of man's expanding knowledge of
R germs touches on such highlights as the first microscope, the discovery of bacteria,
4-6 the theory of spontaneous generation and the experiments by Spallanzani and Pas-
teur that disproved it. The text also discusses antisepsis and disease, vaccination,
and viruses. Not comprehensive, but a good introduction to the subject, adequately
illustrated and indexed.
Barrett, Judith. Benjamin's 365 Birthdays; illus. by Ron Barrett. Atheneum, 1974. 34p. $6.50.
Delighted by all his birthday presents, nine-year-old Benjamin (a bear) decides
Ad he'll re-wrap them so that he can enjoy them all over again. Thus primed, he pro-
K-2 ceeds to wrap a different object in his home each day (a chair, the bathtub, his pillow)
and enjoy them, too. On his tenth birthday, Benjamin is finally discovered by his
guests on the roof of his house. They all climb up there for a party and find the house
itself is wrapped, the ultimate birthday present. The end: "Benjamin felt he would
never want another birthday present again, since everything around him was a pres-
ent and always would be." The idea is fresh and amusing, the style light and bland;
the illustrations are adequate but have a static quality. The ending, so much more
fanciful than the rest of the story, weakens the book. As a boy-in-bear-form, Benja-
min has been believable up to this point: the housetop party is not convincing.
Beatty, Patricia. How Many Miles to Sundown. Morrow, 1974. 222p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library
ed. $5.11 net.
A companion volume toA Long Way to Whiskey Creek (reviewed in the June, 1971
R issue) in which Nate Graber, a Yankee boy, helped Texan Parker Quiney bring his
5-7 brother's body home for burial. There's less anti-Yankee feeling in this second story
of the Southwest in the 1880's but just as much rich language and humor. This time
[1]
it's Nate who gets help; Parker is ill, but his thirteen-year-old sister Beeler (Beulah
Land Quiney) and her younger brother feel obliged to return the favor done their
family, they say. Actually, Beeler (a tough, bright, bossy girl of thirteen who wears
pants and totes a gun) is delighted by the chance to get away from home. The story
follows their trip through Texas, New Mexico, and the Arizona Territory as the
three hunt for Sundown, the last place Nate's father had mentioned. When they get
there after numerous adventures, including an encounter with Billy the Kid, a roving
circus troupe, Apaches, and diverse salty characters, they find that Sundown is a
saloon. The story line is adequate, but it's eclipsed by the period language, the
humor, and the vitality of Beeler Quiney.
Belting, Natalia Maree. Our Fathers Had Powerful Songs; illus. by Laszlo Kubinyi. Dutton,
1974. 27p. $4.95.
Selected and translated into English, poems from one Canadian Indian and several
R American Indian tribes are illustrated by softly drawn, imaginative pictures in black
4-7 and white. Like other Indian poetry, these reflect a closeness to and reverence for
nature and a quiet joy in the dignity of men and the power of the gods. The collection
comprises nine poems, one each from the Apache, Cochiti, Diegueno, Kwakiutl,
Luiseno, Mandan, Navaho, Papago, and Wintu cultures.
Burch, Robert. Hut School and the Wartime Home-Front Heroes; illus. by Ronald Himler.
Viking, 1974. 140 p. $5.95.
Kate and her sixth grade classmates accept with grace the fact that they must move
Ad into a hut; their school is short of space since the Ordnance Depot children have been
4-6 sent there. There is a plot thread in this World War II story, but the appeal of the
book is in the authenticity of the period detail and the growing understanding of the
children of what war means. There are plenty of lively incidents, a few characters
who seem overdrawn (a harsh schoolteacher and a surly farmer) while most of the
children are convincing, and some local (Georgia) color. The book is weakened by
the inclusion of too many current titles of movies, songs, et cetera; good research,
but at times intrusively incorporated.
Carlson, Natalie (Savage). Marie Louise and Christophe; pictures by Jose Aruego and Ariane
Dewey. Scribner, 1974. 36p. $5.95.
Kipling may spin in his grave, but Marie Louise and Christophe are a snake and a
Ad mongoose who are friends. The two young animals tease and squabble, but when
4-6 they are caught by a man and exhibited as fighters, they are united by fear of people;
yrs. they will not fight. The man is disgusted, tosses their cages away, and frees the two
little friends who make new pledges of amity. The plot is sustained by periodic forays
to get some sugar for Marie Louise's mother, who wants to bake a cake, but this
aspect is never concluded. The pictures are a bit repetitive but are engaging; the
story's effectiveness seems diminished by the fact that the snake and mongoose act
like children (in fact, very like children) for the most part but are seen in a different
role in relation to human beings.
Chance, Stephen. Septimus and the Minster Ghost Mystery. Nelson, 1974. 144p. $4.95.
Another story about the Reverend Septimus Treloar, once a policeman, who finds
Ad that life in rural Britain is far from dull. This is not as cohesive in structure as is
6- Septimus and the Danedyke Mystery, but the protagonist is just as engaging and the
setting just as colorful. Ghostly music and flickering lights stir the interest of Sep-
timus and his acquaintances, especially the Archdeacon and the Dean under whose
protective wing the affairs of Minster Saint Peter take place. The architecture of the
[2]
Minster plays a large part in the story, and at times a confusing one. The unraveling
of the plot is deft, but the key to the solution is disappointingly banal.
Chorao, Kay. Ralph and the Queen's Bathtub; story and pictures by Kay Chorao. Farrar,
1974. 51p. $4.95.
The boys his age played war; Ralph didn't like playing war. Every day after school
Ad the boys teased him, but he went to the playground with his baby brother and his
3-4 mother anyway. Ralph's father said he was too old for the playgound, why didn't he
play with his older brother and his friends? But they didn't want Ralph, so he ran off
to the Queen's Bathtub, a "scaly tall house, haunted by a giant witch." The witch
turns out to be an eccentric old movie star who really frightens Ralph, so he runs
home and is comforted by his family. He decides to teach his martial peers to play his
kind of games. The writing style is deft, the family scenes ring true, and the charac-
terization of a timid middle child is convincing; it is a relief to have the standard
recluse turn out to be daft and rather menacing rather than the
patterned-children's-story sweet old cookie-baker, but she is so overdrawn as to
weaken the story.
Cochrane, Louise. Tabletop Theatres; illus. by Kate Simunek. Plays, Inc., 1974. 48p. $4.95.
First published in England, this gives directions for making four kinds of stages,
R puppets, and costumes, and includes scripts for plays. For the Elizabethan stage
5-8 there is a play about Merlin and Arthur as a boy; the traditional characters are used
in a Punch and Judy theater, a superficial adaptation of Moliere's A Doctor in Spite
of Himself is given for a picture-frame stage, and the open stage script is contempo-
rary, a play about ocean divers. The instructions are clear and most of the materials
inexpensive and easily obtained; characters include both hand-puppets and mario-
nettes. While the caliber of the scripts is pedestrian, the book gives a considerable
amount of basic information that will enable readers to improvise and adapt other
material.
Cohen, Barbara. Thank You, Jackie Robinson; drawings by Richard Cuffari. Lothrop, 1974.
125p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.14 net.
An unusual baseball story gets off to an attention-getting start with, "Listen. When
R I was a kid I was crazy. Nuttier than a fruitcake ... I was in love with the Brooklyn
4-6 Dodgers." Fatherless, Sam had never seen a baseball game until he met Davy. Davy
was sixty, black, and the cook in Sam's mother's restaurant. Sam describes the trips
to Ebbets Field with Davy, and sometimes with Davy's daughter and son-in-law; he
is casual and candid about their discussions of race and the problems created when
they travel together to other ball parks. The book ends on a poignant note, with Davy
in the hospital after a heart attack and Sam bringing him a baseball (procured after
considerable effort) signed by Jackie Robinson. The story has vitality and integrity,
the characters are beautifully drawn, and the writing has pace; the book is never
maudlin, but it's truly touching. And, for the baseball fan, there are Sam's eager
descriptions of games on record, every detail of which he has memorized.
Cole, Sheila R. Meaning Well; illus. by Paul Raynor. Watts, 1974. 63p. $4.95.
Although there is some awkwardness in the writing style, and the illustrations are
Ad unattractive, there's an honesty and an absence of sugar coating that give this story
3-5 of sixth-grade social pressure validity. Susan is pretty and popular, and Lisa-the
protagonist-is anxious enough to keep in Susan's good graces that she joins in
persecuting Peggy. Peggy is a loner, her abstraction perhaps explained by deafness,
whose father drinks; after a brief effort at friendship, Peggy is abandoned and perse-
[3]
cuted by Lisa at Susan's behest. Lisa's mother deplores her daughter's behavior, but
she makes only one attempt at guidance. In fact, the adults in the story have little
influence, it is the esteem of her peers that Lisa craves. The story ends realistically,
with Peggy leaving (echoes of The Hundred Dresses) after the other girls have
reviled her in person, by mail, and on the telephone. There are some gaps in the
story: the author never clarifies Peggy's hinted-at deafness or her father's accusation
that the class members have been cruel to her, and the venom of Susan and her
friends at times seems strong. But as a picture of a child's realization that actions do
speak louder than intentions or words, and that there is no solace for guilt, the book
is effective.
Colos, ad. The Student Who Became King in Spite of Himself; a Hungarian folktale retold
and illus. by Colos. Holt, 1974. 28p. $5.95.
The story of a poor (but handsome, of course) student who becomes a king is
Ad adapted in quite smooth style by the author-illustrator. The Hungarian tale puts the
K-2 lad in a dilemma: he's been mistaken for a prince in disguise and wedded to a
beautiful princess, which is pleasant until the king suggests that the young couple
visit the "prince's" domain. Through the machinations of a dragon with magic, evil
powers and the intervention of a kindly witch, the young husband achieves a castle,
security, and-eventually-the thrones of two.lands. There's no moral here, but
plenty of romance and magic. The illustrations are wonderfully inventive collages,
but seem too sophisticated for the read-aloud audience, although there are humorous
details they can appreciate.
Cook, Joseph J. The Changeable World of the Oyster; illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1974.
80p. $4.50.
A comprehensive treatment of the subject includes facts about the oyster's
Ad anatomy, its ability to change sex, its reproductive patterns, predators, habits, and
5-7 habitat; the text also discusses oysters in history and modem methods of seeding,
cultivating, and harvesting oysters. The book concludes with a description of the
way to open an oyster and eat it. The writing is direct and dry, with some passages
that are tedious; however, the book gives a great deal of information, it is authorita-
tive, and it could have reference use were the inadequate index extended. A brief
bibliography of adult books and monographs is appended.
Coombs, Charles Ira. Be a Winner in Ice Hockey; illus. with photographs and diagrams.
Morrow, 1974. 128p. Trade ed. $4.25; Library ed. $3.94 net.
While no book can substitute for coached practice, this is an excellent example of a
R how-to-do-it sports book: logically sequential, practical, clear, and comprehensive.
5-8 The descriptions of various aspects of play are preceded by a brief history of the
game; a discussion of equipment, rules of play and the layout of a hockey rink, and
the basic arts of skating and stickhandling. The writing style is lively and informal,
and there are many action photographs. A glossary and an index are appended.
Crossley-Holland, Kevin. The Sea Stranger; illus. by Joanna Troughton. Seabury, 1974. 47 p.
$4.95.
A story set in Britain in the mid-seventh century, first published in England, is
Ad illustrated with strong-lined drawings that suit the subject and period although they
4-6 are rather busily detailed. Wulf is a dreamy, placid child whose heart is won by Cedd,
a missionary who comes from the north of England to the Essex coast to preach
Christianity. He promises to return, and by the time he does so the boy has decided
he wants to become a Christian. Cedd has returned to build a cathedral, and Wulf
[4]
joyfully agrees to .become his student and to become a monk when he is older. The
story is based on some historical facts, but it is possible that ignorance of these-and
the Northumbrian dialect used by Cedd-may prove a hindrance to American read-
ers. Period details are convincing, but the story line is static; the book may be useful
in religious education programs.
Deasy, Michael. City ABC's; photographs by Robert Perron. Walker, 1974. 28p. Trade ed.
$5.50; Library ed. $5.39 net.
Although an occasional picture shows something not necessarily associated with
Ad the city (playing with a yo-yo, using a laundromat) most of the photographs are of
4-6 urban scenes rather than rural or small town. A page is used for each letter, with a
yrs. few lines of text added. Examples: "D is for dump/ Shovels heap clumps/ From
dumps into trucks/ Trucks cart junk away," or "E is for escalator/ Glide down
through the store/ Step to the floor/ Turn the corner/ And go down some more."
Rhyme is used for some pages, not always with skill; with rare exceptions, the
concepts used are appropriate for the young child. There's nothing outstanding here,
but the city settings will make the book a useful addition to a collection of older
alphabet books.
DeVinck, Antoine. Wim of the Wind; illus. by Miche Wynants. Doubleday, 1974. 25p. $5.95.
Hampered by the destructive wind that blew across the flat lands of Flanders, Wim
M the basket-weaver one day found a piece of sheepskin, with "a queer design of lines
K-2 and dots" drawn on it, caught in the window frame. Then he heard the wind whisper,
"Pin the sheepskin on the stick." So the first windflower, or pinwheel, was made;
after that Wim contrived to use the wind's power in windmills. So, the story con-
cludes, "if you ever come to Flanders flatlands," you will see windmills to this day
and at village fairs you will see many children like Wim's daughter, "their flaxen
hair waving about garlands of little wind-flowers." The pictures are colorful, although
not always clear; the story seems contrived, with the magical interception of the wind
striking a discordant note, and the editing (there is no indication that the book,
written by a Belgian author, is translated) occasionally careless, as in, ". . pan-
cakes made with the new ground flower."
Dickson, Gordon R. Gremlins, Go Home! by Gordon Dickson and Benjamin Bova; illus. by
Kelly Freas. St. Martin's, 1974. 150p. $6.50.
Two eminent science fiction writers offer an explanation of many of man's inven-
Ad tions in a fantasy that is light, often silly, and not quite convincing in its logic,
4-6 although it's lots of fun. Rolf s father is so busy with a launch of a rocket to Mars that
he neglects his family; Rolf spends much of his time at a Wildlife Refuge near Cape
Kennedy, and it is there that he meets a colony of gremlins. Baneen talks with an
Irish Brogue, O'Rigami with a hissing Japanese accent, et cetera. The gremlins
solicit Rolfs help in their efforts to get back to their home planet, and he discovers
that they have instigated many inventions of Terrans. The gremlins' conversations
are a bit on the cute side, but the references to their culture (and its relation to our
own) are intriguing, and there's plenty of slam-bang action.
Edmonds, Walter Dumaux. The Story of Richard Storm; illus. by William Sauts Bock. Little,
1974. 32p. $5.95.
A fanciful tale about a thunderstorm is imaginative in concept and adroitly illus-
Ad trated; although weakened by one slow-paced section in which the details are repeti-
4-6 tive, the story is amusing in conception and vividly written. Mother Catskill lived on
top of the mountains and raised little thunderstorms, most of whom were anxious to
[5]
get out and try their luck at scaring people. Not Richard. He sat around the house
and sulked and planned, waiting for an opportunity to be so powerful and dangerous
that he would become famous on his first attempt. Mother Catskill tried to get rid of
him, but he threatened to practice his lightning in her parlor. At last, one day,
Richard saw a promising cloud, a huge, cumulous, boiling mass. The rest of the story
describes Richard's journey across New York State, with details of the damage he
does as he becomes a tornado; this is the part of the story that sags, unfortunately,
and concludes with an abrupt ending.
Ets, Marie Hall. Jay Bird; written and illus. by Marie Hall Ets. Viking, 1974. 33p. $3.95.
Slight in concept but with the appeals of rhythmic, patterned text and of pictures
R that echo its simplicity, this is almost a lullaby in print. It begins, "A JAY BIRD
3-5 scolding in a tree. Scolding, scolding, scolding. A HOPTOAD croaking in the
yrs. swamp. Croaking, croaking, croaking," and continues the catalog until a small boy
says "Goodnight, JAY BIRD, scolding in the tree," and ends his farewell sleepily
rubbing his eyes and saying goodnight to EVERYBODY. Lots of animals, lots of
sounds to imitate, lots of familiar objects.
Farjeon, Annabel. The Siege of Trapp's Mill. Atheneum, 1974. 132p. $4.95.
Four teenage boys in a small British town are besieged by a rival gang in the
Ad abandoned mill where they've set up a haven. The rivalry is bitter and violent, with
6-8 the Bullman Lane bullies determined to invade and destroy; the situation is compli-
cated by a severe snowstorm and by the advent of a college-age brother and sister
who are on a tramp. The story is weakened by a lack of contrast: there are repeated
incidents of assault and escape, but they are all at the same tempo, and not until the
end is there a shift in focus and level. However, the style is good, characterization
and dialogue are excellent, and the setting is vividly created, both in the physical and
the sociological sense.
Feelings, Muriel L. Jambo Means Hello; Swahili Alphabet Book; pictures by Tom Feelings.
Dial, 1974. 48p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
A companion volume to the Feelings' Moja Means One; a Swahili counting book,
R this gives a word for each letter of the alphabet (the Swahili alphabet has 24 letters)
2-4 save for "q" and "x", and a sentence or two provides additional information. A
double-page spread of soft black and white drawings illustrates each word; for exam-
ple. "V, vyombo are utensils (vee-oam-bow). A craftsman makes utensils for the
village. Carved wooden bowls and ladles and pitchers made from gourds are useful
and decorative objects for the home." The picture shows such a craftsman making
one object and surrounded by others. The text gives a considerable amount of infor-
mation about traditional East African life as well as some acquaintance with the
language that is used by approximately 45 million people.
Fisher, Harvey I. Wonders of the World of the Albatross; by Harvey I. Fisher and Mildred L.
Fisher; illus. with photographs by Harvey I. Fisher. Dodd, 1974. 80p. $4.50.
The authors have spent two decades studying the Laysan Albatross, and their
R book shows in delightful detail their familiarity with the species. The photographs are
4-7 excellent, both in quality and in their extension of the text; the writing style is
straightforward but rather informal. After giving background information in chapters
that discuss the habits and habitat of the species, the text follows the progress of a
male Laysan from hatching to parenthood. There are many life-cycle animal books;
this is particularly interesting both because, as the photographs attest, it follows the
experiences (on land) of a real creature, and because the Fishers have recorded the
[6]
most minute details of territorial defense, courting (which goes on for seven years),
and care of the chick. An index is appended.
Freeman, Don. The Seal and the Slick; story and pictures by Don Freeman. Viking, 1974.
29p. $5.95.
As a member of GOO (Get Oil Out), California author-artist Freeman worked
Ad against off-shore oil wells, and here he shows what happens to a young seal caught in
K-3 the oil slick from the blowout of an off-shore well. Unable to swim, carried to shore
by the tide, the seal is cleaned by two children. When the seal goes back to the safety
of the rocks, the children return to the section of the beach where others are cleaning
oil-soaked birds and using hay to absorb the oil that is carried ashore. The water
color illustrations are attractive, the story rather more successful as a conservation
message than as a literary entity, since story line and purpose each obtrude on the
other.
Froman, Robert. Seeing Things; A Book of Poems; written and designed by Robert Froman;
lettering by Ray Barber. T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 51p. $4.95.
A volume of concrete poetry for children comprises some ingenious visual con-
M cepts, but this does not have the substance of the author's Street Poems, in which
3-5 there was an affinity between words and design; here the poems are subordinate to
the pattern and have less to say. Some examples: a dollar sign with the words
"gimme, grab, git" lettered on it; a black and white checked design with flies on the
white squares, and a text that reads: "Nice dirty tablecloth. Great browsing for flies.
Or are they playing some kind of checkers?"; a marine scene, in which the words
"wave, foam, sand, clam shell," and so on, make a picture of beach and water. The
book may stimulate children's imagination or their desire to try picture-poems, and a
few of the selections have provocative imagery, but most of them have a visual rather
than an aural appeal.
Galdone, Paul. The History of Mother Twaddle and the Marvelous Achievements of her Son
Jack. Seabury, 1974. 29p. illus. $5.95.
A verse version of Jack and the Beanstalk, adapted from one written by "B.A.T."
R and published in London in 1807, is illustrated with marvelous gusto. Galdone's
K-2 pictures are bold and colorful, and the verses are brisk in pace if occasionally less
than poetic.
Gardner, Richard A. Dr. Gardner's Fairy Tales for Today's Children; illus. by Alfred Low-
enheim. Prentice-Hall, 1974. 96p. $5.95.
While the author's The Boys and Girls Book About Divorce used to advantage all
NR of his knowledge as a child psychiatrist, his Fairy Tales are unfortunately stodgy.
4-6 The stories ("The Princess and the Three Tasks," "Hans and Greta," "The Little
Ugly Duck," and "Cinderelma," have been vitiated by the substitution of logic for
magic; he might have done better with original material. Not because it is sacrosanct,
but because it has drama and magic, the traditional Cinderella story has appeal. But
Gardner's Cinderelma has no fairy godmother ("No matter how hard she wished, no
fairy godmother came to her aid .. ."), she simply uses a stepsister's dress; no magic
slipper, but an inherited ring. And since she and the prince find they have divergent
interests, they separate amicably after an initially happy marriage and Cinderelma
finds a man who shares her cultural interests. The stories promise no improbable
bliss, offer no magic solutions, abjure violence, and speak of acceptance of one's lot,
change that is self-directed, and sensible adjustment to the inevitable. Pretty didactic
and rather dull.
[7]
Gersten, Irene Fandel. Ecidujerp Prejudice; Either Way It Doesn't Make Sense; by Irene
Fandel Gersten and Betsy Bliss; illus. by Richard Rosenblum. Watts, 1974. 71p.
$3.95.
Although the text suffers from repetition, it has value because its message is
Ad couched in direct language and written with an objective tone. There is some histori-
4-6 cal material, but the major part of the book focuses on such immediate problems as
what prejudice is, what causes it and what strengthens it, how to recognize and
eradicate it, and how to assess the damage it does both to the prejudiced person and
to the object of his prejudice. Some anecdotes and the findings of some research are
included, giving the text variety. The organization of material is weak, but separate
chapters can serve well as a springboard for group discussion. A selected bibliography
is appended.
Glubok, Shirley. The Art ofAmerica in the GildedAge; designed by Gerard Nook. Macmil-
lan, 1974. 48p. $6.95.
Continuing the author's series of book on American art, this volume reflects the
R growing wealth and diversity of life in the years between the Civil War and the
4-7 twentieth century. In addition to the work of the masters who studied abroad, there
are genre paintings, examples of the new medium of photography, Sullivan's au-
ditorium and the lavish homes of financial barons, Tiffany glass, and other media that
were examples of art nouveau. The text describes the objects pictured and relates
them to the life of the "Gilded Age." Not comprehensive, but an excellent over-
view, this latest volume is-like the others-a fine piece of bookmaking.
Goldreich, Gloria. What Can She Be? An Architect; by Gloria and Esther Goldreich; photo-
graphs by Robert Ipcar. Lothrop, 1974. 48p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.14 net.
Good photographs and a direct, simple writing style contribute to the usefulness of
Ad another volume in a series of books about professional women. This volume has less
2-4 information about training or about the subject's family life than do earlier books in
the series, but it has the same strength: it shows the facets of a profession, the skills
required of the practitioner, and the satisfactions it brings her.
Gray, Genevieve. S'end Wendell; drawings by Symeon Shimin. McGraw-Hill, 1974. 28p.
$4.95.
Shimin's people are always drawn with love, and here the illustrations capture the
R warmth and affection of a black family in which six-year-old Wendell is the errand
K-3 boy. Wendell's older brothers and sisters always have some good reason why they
can't do small chores for Mama. So good-natured Wendell trots off each time. One
day he is rewarded; he is the first to see Mama's brother when he comes on a visit
from California. Self-assured and full of vitality, Uncle Robert sees that Wendell is
an engaging and agreeable child; it is arranged that Wendell will be the nephew to go
west and help with Uncle Robert's farm when he is older. His sister says the usual
"Send Wendell," the next day when Mama asks her to do an errand, but this time it
is Wendell who has something else to do, he's writing a letter to Uncle Robert.
Low-keyed, realistic, and gentle, this affable family story gives a picture of goals and
relationships at the child's level.
Greenfield, Eloise. Sister; drawings by Moneta Barnett. T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 83p. $4.95.
Doretha is thirteen, black, and confused by her ambivalence about herself; her
R adolescent groping for security is exacerbated by her feelings about the older sister
5-7 she has always adored and imitated. Now she doesn't want to be like
[8s
Alberta-flippant when she isn't aloof, rude to their mother, who thinks Alberta is
headed for trouble. Leafing through her diary, Doretha remembers . . . and each
memory of the past four years (treated as chapter episodes) reveals something about
her and about the people she has loved. When the story ends, as it starts-in the
present-Doretha has a better sense of who she is and where she's going. Despite
the fragmentation of the literary format, the story reads smoothly, and the variety of
the episodes compensates for the absence of a strong story line. The book is strong
nevertheless, strong in perception, in its sensitivity, in its realism.
Harris, Rosemary. Sea Magic; and other stories of enchantment. Macmillan, 1974. 178p.
$5.95.
Ten legends, each from a different country, are retold in dramatic style. While the
R itories lack the humor that adds zest to Harris' own books, they are colorful and
5-7 varied; although there is magic in the tales, and magical beings, the strong characters
are human beings, whether they are fighting enchantment or their own frailties.
These tales are more difficult to read than is most folk literature adapted for children,
but they are well worth the effort for those who can appreciate the rich convolutions
of the writing style.
Harter, Walter. Osceola's Head; and Other American Ghost Stories; illus. by Neil Waldman,
Prentice-Hall, 1974. 71p. $4.95.
Ten short stories are included in this collection, all of them having to do with some
M episode in American history. They have some interest historically, but they are not
5-6 ghost stories in the usual sense; the historical incident is, in most of the tales, related
and then a final paragraph or two points out that some character in the incident is still
"seen" by people. The writing style is flat, and readers looking forward to an estab-
lishment of mood or an enjoyable shiver will probably be disappointed.
Hendry, P. G. Vintage and Veteran Cars; Britain, America, Europe; illus. in colour by H.
Murdoch. Arco, 1974. 53p. $4.95.
Limited by the lack of an index, this compilation of pictures and descriptive cap-
R tions still has reference use, since it includes the most famous American, British, and
8- European cars built between the years 1900-1930. Each model is meticulously drawn
in color; the accompanying text gives facts about special features, performance
record, engine, and construction. A boon for old car buffs.
Hirsh, Marilyn. Could Anything Be Worse? A Yiddish tale retold and illus. by Marilyn Hirsh.
Holiday House, 1974. 28p. $4.95.
A tale found in many cultures, here adapted from the Yiddish version, is nicely
R told and illustrated. Dissatisfied with the way his family behaves, a man takes the
K-3 advice of a friend and goes to the Rabbi for counsel. The Rabbi will answer no
questions, but tells the man to bring chickens into the house, then a cow, then some
relatives. The small house is noisy and crowded. Again the man goes to the Rabbi;
the relatives are sent off, then the cow, then the chickens. The family throws open
the windows and cleans and polishes, and settles down in peace. "Shalom," says the
father to his happy family, "Our home is a paradise now." One of the most durable
of the count-your-blessings tales, gently humorous, is pleasant to read alone or
aloud, although the format indicates wider read-aloud use.
Hoban, Lillian. Arthur's Honey Bear; story and pictures by Lillian Hoban. Harper, 1974. 64p.
(I Can Read Books) Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.43 net.
The engaging pictures may show Arthur and his sister to be chimpanzees, but
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R they're really children in disguise, funny enough to entertain beginning independent
1-2 readers and childlike enough to evoke empathy. Arthur decides to sell all his old
toys, and he puts a price tag on everything except his old bear. The sale is a failure,
since all the goods are dilapidated and the one attractive item-Honey Bear-is the
one thing Arthur balks at selling. His sister bribes him into selling his dearest toy,
and Arthur regrets it, but he adjusts nicely after conceiving the thought that he is now
Honey Bear's uncle, and uncles take their nephews out for treats and play with them.
The writing is simple, the dialogue natural, and the gentle humor icing on the cup-
cake.
Hoban, Tana. Where Is It? Macmillan, 1974. 29p. illus. $4.95.
Unlike the earlier Hoban books, which explore concepts (Shapes and Things;
Ad Push Pull, Empty Full; Over, Under & Through) this consists simply of photographs
2-4 of a rabbit, with captions that interpret the pictures: "I wonder ... I wonder. Is it
yrs. here? Am I near?" and so on, until in the last picture the rabbit finds a basket with
carrots and a cabbage "just for ME!" The photographs are excellent but repetitive,
the captions often contrived; for example, one rear view is labelled, "There it is.
Behind the tree," while another rear view is labelled, "Will I find it. . ." There's a
modicum of suspense, and the fluffy white rabbit is appealing, but the whole is slight.
Hoff, Syd. Kip Van Wrinkle. Putnam, 1974. 31p. illus. (See and Read Books). $4.29.
Instead of turning the clock ahead one hour for the change to daylight savings time,
Ad Kip turns it so far ahead that he is suddenly twenty years older, tall and bearded. His
K-2 parents throw him out of the house, his friends won't play with him; he decides to get
a job, but he isn't used to hard work. He's thrown off a bus because he has no fare,
and Kip decides he's had enough: he turns the clock back, reverts to his old small
size, and enjoys parental care and siblingcompanionship. The cartoon-style illustra-
tions are repetitive and the plot doesn't exploit the situation, but the situation itself
has a pleasurable inanity that should amuse young children.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett, comp. On Our Way; Poems of Pride and Love; photographs by David
Parks. Knopf, 1974. 60p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
While there are many excellent anthologies of black poetry, this is well worth
R adding to a collection; the poems have been carefully chosen and grouped, and the
4- photographs are of superior quality, the soft brown and white (rather than the usual
black and white) harmonizing with the mood created by the poetry. This is not meant
to reflect the spectrum of black life, but the love and joy and pride in blackness. A
few of the selections are rather widely anthologized, but who would omit Nikki
Giovanni's "Nikki-Rosa" or Langston Hughes' "Daybreak in Alabama" from an
anthology of celebration?
Hurd, Edith (Thacher). Catfish and the Kidnapped Cat; pictures by Clement Hurd. Harper,
1974. 40p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
Catfish rides again, speeding through the town of Nevermind in his dashing sed
Ad car; this time the feline hero picks up an attractive female cat and three thugs who,
K-2 she whispers, have kidnapped her. (Her father is the wealthy Mr. Many Pennies.)
The kidnappers force Catfish into an accident when they hear the siren of a police
car, tie him to the railroad tracks, and go off on the train. Rescued by the police,
Catfish follows the train to Kalamazoo, rescues the attractive Miss Pandora, is
instrumental in catching the miscreants, and wins an award from Miss P's father.
There is plenty of action in the story and the illustrations, and the verve and persis-
tence of Catfish are admirable. The story may confuse the audience at one point,
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however, since the three kidnappers are called "awful-awful cats" but are clearly
human beings: it's also a bit confusing to see Mr. Many Pennies, a cat, drawn the
same size as Mighty Mince Meat, the human police chief.
Ipcar, Dahlov (Zorach). The Land of Flowers. Viking, 1974. 38p. illus. $5.95.
Two lambs, intent on play, refuse to return to the fold with their mothers one night;
M when they wake in the morning, they gallop up a rainbow bridge into a land of giant
K-2 butterflies and flowers. They come home, are scolded and fed. When they grow up
and have lambs of their own, the two truants remember. "It seems like a dream," one
says. They call their lambs, but their lambs pretend-just as they did-that they do
not hear, and they go on playing just as their mothers did long ago. The plot is slight
indeed, primarily a vehicle for bold, colorful pictures; the most appealing aspect of
the story is the view it may give children of the continuity of life with its divergent
patterns of youthful and mature behavior.
Kellogg, Steven. The Mystery of the Missing Red Mitten; story and pictures by Steven
Kellogg. Dial, 1974. 27p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.69 net.
A slight but appealing story is written in a casual conversational style and illus-
Ad trated with small drawings that are made effective by the use of plenty of space,
3-5 dramatic touches of red in the black and white pictures, and a sense of drollery.
yrs. Playing in the snow, a child has lost her red mitten; as she hunts for it she imagines
interesting possibilities (a hawk is using it to keep his baby's head warm, for exam-
ple) and when she finds it, the mitten provides a modest surprise ending.
Klein, Norma. IfI Had My Way; illus. by Ray Cruz. Pantheon Books, 1974. 30p. Trade ed.
$4.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
Sweet dreams of revenge are enjoyed by a small girl suffering from a severe case of
R dethronement. Ellie dawdles, she wants a bottle like the baby's, she stalls at bedtime,
K-2 she balks when her parents go out for the evening. And then she dreams ... Mother
may whine, but Ellie gets to pick the babies, sending back any that are not perfect as
she was when she was a baby. Mother and Father assume the role of children, with
Ellie disciplining them, feeding them, scolding them . . and she wakes. There's her
brother, gurgling in his crib; there's mother urging her to hurry and get dressed. And
that's the end of the story, no sweetness and light. It's realistic, it's funny, it's
honest, and the illustrations pick up all the overtones.
Krahn, Fernando. April Fools. Dutton, 1974. 25p. illus. $3.95.
A wordless picture book tells very clearly the story of two pranksters who are
Ad hoist by their own petard. They have laboriously constructed and painted a long
4-6 board that terminates in a head that looks like a baleful dinosaur. They use it in
yrs. several ways to frighten people, ending with a ploy at the edge of the woods; retreat-
ing, they are lost in the woods. By climbing a tree and holding up their monster so
that it looms over the treetops, they are able to signal rescuers. Riding home, they
hold it up in triumph for the admiring townspeople gathered along the streets. While
the story has an improbable moment or two (unobserved, they climb a roof with the
huge construction?) it has an amicable aura and some comic details in the illustra-
tions.
LaFarge, Phyllis. Abby Takes Over; illus. by Glo Coalson. Lippincott, 1974. 127p. $4.95.
It was clear that Mama was exhausted, so Abby suggested to Papa that she could
take over; Papa arranged with a friend to invite Mama to visit her, and there Abby
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R was: in charge of her brother and sister, and learning what it was like to be responsi-
4-6 ble for running a household. There's no strong plot line here, but a realistic picture of
an eleven-year-old coping with daily problems, with the burden of responsibility, and
with a better understanding of the adult's role. There are enough action and conflict
to give the story pace and color; the style is smooth and natural, the characters
convincing. While there are few humorous situations, there's an underlying sense of
humor that gives the story warmth.
Lampman, Evelyn (Sibley). Rattlesnake Cave; illus. by Pamela Johnson. Atheneum, 1974.
185p. $6.25.
An only and overprotected child, eleven-year-old Jamie is determined that he is
R going to learn to ride while he's visiting Aunt Nora in Montana. Bookish Jamie is
4-6 anxious to learn everything he can from an old Cheyenne whose grandson works on
the ranch, but old White Fang does not give friendship or information to a white boy
easily. Jamie does become friendly with another grandson his own age, and the two
boys together risk their safety to restore a medicine bag to its proper burial site.
Jamie has had visionary dreams that lead to this, and his courage has an unexpected
reward. Jamie's attitude, reflecting the author's, is respectful toward the Indian
culture and its people. Lampman deftly merges the actual events and the dreams in
which Jamie sees the events of the past that make him aware of the solution to the
source of the mysterious medicine bag. Good style, good pace.
Liston, Robert A. Who Really Runs America? Doubleday, 1974. 207p. $4.95.
An analysis of the complexities of the power structure in American life scrutinizes
R the growing power of the president, the political power of office holders at all levels,
7-10 the collective expertise of The Process, the titans and lobbyists of big business and of
organized pressure groups. The author takes no position on issues that are con-
troversial but restricts himself to explanations of structure and operation in objective
commentary. A list of readings and an index are appended.
Lyle, Katie Letcher. Fair Day, and Another Step Begun. Lippincott, 1974. 155p. $4.95.
There had never been anyone else, Ellen told John, the baby she was carrying was
Ad his. She loved him, she already loved his child, she would not have an abortion.
8-10 Sixteen, Ellen had loved John immediately, had offered herself willingly. So, when
she heard that John had left and gone to a commune, she followed him, serene in the
belief that her love and loyalty would win him. Even when, at the commune, she
found him having an affair with an older girl, she stayed-waiting patiently, hoping
John would come to love her. When the baby comes, John delivers him and-when
Ellen's father arrives and asks the child's name, John firmly claims paternity. Candid
in treatment of the situation and in dialogue, the story is both diversified and diluted
by the subplot of Ellen's pursuit of thieves (who have stolen John's horse) despite
her labor pains. The writing style is fluid, the dialogue convincing, and the charac-
terization firm; the author establishes her competence in the way she makes Ellen, so
simple and direct, so attuned to the natural things around her, a believable person.
Mahy, Margaret. The Witch in the Cherry Tree; illus. by Jenny Williams. Parents' Magazine,
1974. 31p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.19 net.
Outside David's house an anguished witch sits in the cherry tree, drawn by the
R delicious smell of cakes baking; she tries tricks to get into the house and tricks to get
K-2 David outside. But David and his mother are too wise, they calmly bake their cakes
(David's burn and he throws them out and the witch loves them) and discuss the
dangers of being bewitched; they happily sit together and eat fragrant, still-warm
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cake. The dialogue between mother and son is bland and amusing, and the author's
use of the witch as a foil for the cozy scene within is deft. Mother, forgetting the
game for a moment, sees a big, black bird fly off. Indignant, David says it is the
witch. "I'm sorry," his mother says meekly, "I just saw her from the comer of my
eye." Witch-caused rain over, David goes out to play. Pleasant enough pictures,
engaging story.
May, Julian. Roberto Clemente; and the World Series Upset. Crestwood House, 1973. 48p.
illus. $4.95.
More baseball-oriented than the two other biographies of Clemente reviewed
Ad below (see Olsen and Rudeen reviews) this has the added appeal of many action
3-4 photographs. The author is brisk and candid in discussing the racial prejudice that so
incensed Clemente, gives adequate backround about the player's childhood in
Puerto Rico, and includes several passages about games. The book is weakened by a
faint but persistent note of adulation but gives adequate coverage. A page of statisti-
cal information is appended.
Mayr6cker, Friederike. Sinclair Sophocles the Baby Dinosaur; illus. by Angelika Kaufmann;
tr. and ad. from the German by Renate Moore and Linda Hayward. Random House,
1974. 39p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
An unconvincing fantasy is illustrated with sophisticated, interestingly stylized
NR pictures. The writing style is halting and static, perhaps due to translation, but the
K-2 primary weakness is in the story line: a baby dinosaur that is under a magic spell is
touched and wakened by a child, eight-year-old Willy, when he is unpacked in a
museum. The two run away together for the dinosaur's one day of freedom; they
meet a talking television set that is perched in a tree and use its cover to make
themselves invisible; then two flying dogs take them for a ride, after which the
dinosaur says it must go. Willy sacrifices his prized birthday flashlight when the
dinosaur says he needs a light to get back, and Sinclair flies off to flash the looped
sign of infinity from the sky, leaving Willy on a mountaintop. Meandering and point-
less, the story seems only an exercise in combining impossibilities.
Meyer, Elizabeth C. The Blue China Pitcher; written and illus. by Elizabeth C. Meyer.
Abingdon, 1974. 22p. $3.75.
A fanciful story, sugar-coated in tone and appropriately illustrated, makes one
NR point that saves it from complete inanity: if possible, one spares a friend's feelings.
3-5 Little Sarah sends a chickadee messenger with written party invitations for her two
yrs. friends Oswald Rabbit and Bernard the Woodmouse. She wears a dress she's made
herself, bakes cupcakes, and puts a pretty blue pitcher of milk to cool in Pussywillow
Creek. The pitcher disappears, Sarah weeps. Then Oswald appears with a blue
pitcher of milk he has found, and gives it as a present. Sarah never tells him what he
has done, because he would be unhappy. The party proceeds as planned.
Miles, Betty. Save the Earth! An Ecology Handbook for Kids; illus. by Claire A. Nivola.
Knopf, 1974. 95p. $5.57; paper, $2.50.
A cover-all-points book about pollution has some strong facets and some that are
Ad weak. Strong: the light tone, the breadth of coverage (land, water, and air pollution;
5-7 recycling; land reclamation; organizing to check on, report, and change abuses) and
the practical suggestions. Weak: the superficial treatment, the interpolation of limp
poetry, the haphazard organization. The message is strong: it is everybody's respon-
sibility.
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Mills, John FitzMaurice. Treasure Keepers. Doubleday, 1974. 160p. illus. $7.95.
Profusely illustrated with photographs of art objects (many in color) and of tech-
R niques in analysis and restoration, this stunning book, first published in England,
7- should be of interest to any reader and should be enthralling to art lovers. Mills
discusses forgeries and detection, restoration and the human or natural forces that
make it necessary, the devices and techniques used in analysis of art objects, the
problems the museum curator faces in protecting, displaying, and establishing
provenance of items in his collection, and the changing styles of mounting exhibits in
museums. Authoritative, well-written, well-organized. A glossary and an index are
appended.
Morton, Miriam. The Making of Champions; Soviet Sports for Children and Teenagers.
Atheneum, 1974. 136p. illus. $6.25.
In what may be considered a companion volume to her Pleasures and Palaces, a
R study of the after-school activities of Soviet children, Miriam Morton again writes
5-8 with enthusiastic appreciation of the massive programs that are subsidized by organi-
zations, unions, or government agencies at various levels. In addition to other
sports-training programs, there are over 3,500 sports schools, with their diversified
specialties supported by official sanction and popular approval. Excellent (and occa-
sionally amusing) photographs illustrate the variety of sports that are being taught
both in the special schools and in the sports programs of ordinary schools and camps.
Despite a sustained note of admiration, the direct and brisk text reads well, perhaps
because-unless a reader disapproves of heavy emphasis on sports-it would be hard
not to share such admiration for a program so comprehensive and diversified.
Murphy, Eugene. An Album of the Irish Americans; by Eugene Murphy and Timothy Dris-
coll. Watts, 1974. 87p. illus. $4.95.
While nuggets of historical interest are to be found here and there in this pastiche
M of brief comments and biographies, the book is so weakened by the florid style and
5-7 apparently haphazard selection of material that it has only minimal usefulness. Like
other books of this kind (usually series that focus on one national-origin group in each
volume), this deals both with topics ("The Irish in Politics") and with personalities.
As the publisher's review slip says, it is a "lyrical but factual" text, and it closes with
the proposition that the Irish-American's "living" memories of oppression and a
killing hunger, "kept alive by new generations of Irish Americans will work to keep
America free and generous." A brief bibliography and a relative index are appended.
Murray, Frances. The Burning Lamp. St. Martin's, 1974. 221p. $6.50.
A story that begins in London after the Crimean War and moves to the United
M States has as its protagonist a redoubtable Scottish girl, plain and plain-spoken.
7-9 Phemie (Euphemia) Witherspoon talks Florence Nightingale into accepting her as a
trainee, gets into trouble because she is honest and outspoken, and goes to America
to answer a request for nurses from a mayor of a small town in the Colorado Terri-
tory. Here, finding no hospital, Phemie organizes the women into gathering funds,
builds a hospital, wins the heart of a handsome woman-hating Army officer, and
proves she is a leader and a rebel ten times over. The characters are stereotyped, the
writing fulsome, the plot predictable at almost every turn-but for nursing buffs or
adventure-story lovers, this will have some appeal. Unfortunately, some of the
characters-especially in the American section, and especially the minority
characters-are drawn in objectionably stock roles. Also unfortunately, the print is
minuscule.
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Olsen, James T. Roberto Clemente; The Great One; illus. by Harold Hendriksen. Creative
Education/ Childrens Press, 1974. 31p. $6.60.
For the same audience as May's biography, reviewed above, this gives much less
NR information about Clemente's personal life or his baseball career, ignoring the period
3-4 he spent in Montreal, and attempts to fill the gaps with long and irrelevant anecdotes.
This has much more of a laudatory tone than May's book or the Rudeen biography
below, and it is permeated with the journalese that is exemplified by such statements
as, "Little did Roberto Clemente know that the park in which he played high school
baseball would one day be renamed for him: The Roberto Clemente Park."
Parish, Peggy. Too Many Rabbits; pictures by Leonard Kessler. Macmillan, 1974. 48p.
(Ready-To-Read). $4.50.
Simple drawings, simple style, lightweight plot, and an appealing subject are com-
Ad bined in a story for beginning independent readers, a story that emphasizes kindness
1-2 to animals without belaboring the point. When elderly Miss Molly finds a rabbit on
her doorstep, she takes it in just for the night. But next morning there are baby
rabbits, too young to turn out; then the babies have babies, and the house is filled
with them. Miss Molly arranges just the right home for them, happily cleans house,
and decides to take in a cat. She's always wanted a cat-but the next morning, there
is a litter of kittens, too young to turn out.
Peet, William Bartlett. Merle the High Flying Squirrel. Houghton, 1974. 30p. illus. $5.95.
A timid inhabitant of a city park, Merle hears some men talking one day about the
Ad beauty and quiet of Western forests and their giant trees. Merle decides to go,
K-2 travelling along telephone wires, but finds it hard and slow. Trying to untangle the
string of a kite caught in the wires, Merle is carried off by a gust of wind. In fact, he's
carried to the top of a giant redwood. And he likes it out there in the West. The plot is
frail but the pictures are colorful and vigorous, with the contrast between urban
pollution and clean, fresh countryside giving variety-and also giving Peet an oppor-
tunity to reiterate the anti-pollution message found in other of his books.
Rudeen, Kenneth. Roberto Clemente; illus. by Frank Mullins. T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 33p.
Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.70 net.
Although for slightly younger readers than the May and Olsen biographies above,
R this is the most balanced in coverage. Simply written, straightforward in tone, and
2-4 well-organized, the book describes Clemente's childhood, his problems on the Dodg-
ers' farm team, his difficulties as a black player at a time when there were few black
participants in major league games, and his brilliant career with the Pittsburgh Pi-
rates.
Sarton, May. Punch's Secret; pictures by Howard Knotts. Harper, 1974. 27p. Trade ed.
$4.50; Library ed. $4.43 net.
While there may be too little action here to appeal to all children, the book should
Ad captivate any child who has watched a pet bird, for May Sarton captures in her poetic
K-3 text the essence of a parrot's preening perkiness. Punch is delighted when morning
comes and the cover is lifted from his cage; he admires himself in a small mirror and
thinks "it is good to wipe my marvelous hooked beak with my clever foot/ it is better
to sit and look/ it is best to be green." He is lonely when nobody is home, and dreams
of flying in a forest where there are other birds. But he has a secret friend, a small
mouse who comes at night and shares his seeds.
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Schick, Eleanor. City Green; poems and pictures by Eleanor Schick. Macmillan, 1974. 40p.
$4.95.
A collection of poems is illustrated with simply-drawn pictures, soft in execution,
Ad that show the activities of a small brother and sister; it is the girl who speaks in the
K-2 brief poems. The concepts are truly childlike: observations on city sights, on Laura's
thoughts, on little David's behavior, on family jokes. "Sometimes I/ hear a sound/
and then/ the thing that/ made the sound/ isn't there/ anymore." "David said/ that/
he/ didn't want/ an/ Ice/ Cream/ Sundae/ because he/ wanted/ it/ now." Not outstand-
ing, but very pleasantly convincing as a child's voice, and many of the concepts
should be greeted with recognition.
Schlein, Miriam. What's Wrong with Being a Skunk? illus. by Ray Cruz. Four Winds, 1974.
36p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.89 net.
Skunks, the author points out, use their odoriferous spray only when they are in
R danger, and even then they give fair warning. Used to having other animals avoid
K-3 him, the skunk ambles about peacefully, a good-natured beast. Despite the reference
in the text to the skunk's having stripes "so that other animals do not attack him"
(implying a deliberate policy rather than a physical characteristic that prevails be-
cause of evolution) the information is accurate and interesting. The approach is a
variant on most animal books, but the facts-habits, reproduction, hibernation, feed-
ing, etc.-are the usual ones. The style is light and informal, the illustrations compe-
tent but repetitive.
Schulman, L. M., ed. A Woman's Place; An Anthology of Short Stories. Macmillan, 1974.
264p. $5.95.
Although most of the stories included in this sobering anthology may be familiar to
R older readers, they should prove exciting reading for the young adults to whom they
7- are new. Chosen with discrimination, the stories all reflect the theme of woman's role
(and her conception of it) in a world in which she is not treated as man's equal; the
authors, all women, include Hortense Calisher, Doris Lessing, Carson McCullers,
Katherine Anne Porter, and Katherine Mansfield. None of the selections is light in
tone, although some have humor, but the book has variety and depth.
Shore, June Lewis. What's the Matter with Wakefield? illus. by David K. Stone. Abingdon,
1974. 126p. $4.95.
Wakefield is almost ten, a bad age for Christmas, he feels. Too old to believe in
Ad Santa Claus, too young for participating in adult activities, and too little money to
4-6 buy the one thing he wants, a fishing rod. He decides to use the class money that's
been entrusted to him and buy the rod, since two relatives always send him money
for Christmas-but no cash presents come. Most of the story is concerned with
Wakefield's guilt feelings, his parents' worry because he is so withdrawn and seems
to be working so hard, and the accumulation of odd jobs he takes on to earn the
money. Finally he pawns his fly rod to make up the whole sum-and suddenly he's
happy, he confesses all to his parents, and he decides that nine-going-on-ten is the
best age to enjoy Christmas. The lessons of responsibility and industry are palatably
conveyed; the characterization (with some exceptions, such as a stereotypically
nasty rich girl) is adequate although not deep, and the plot development is realistic if
occasionally slow-moving.
Showers, Paul. Where Does the Garbage Go? illus. by Loretta Lustig. T. Y. Crowell, 1974.
33p. $3.95.
Problems of sanitation, conservation, and recycling are seen from the child's view-
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R point. "Everything goes in the garbage pail in our house," the text begins. The
2-3 child points out that it's different in the country: garbage goes to the pigs and trash is
buried. After discussing the problems of the mess and the vermin of city dumps, the
pollution of water from garbage, and the possibilities of separating garbage compo-
nents for recycling, the text comes back to the child's viewpoint. One can help by
making less trash and one can mend old toys; with a new string and paint, the book
ends, "Now I have a brand new yo-yo." Very simple, quite succinct, and illustrated
with bold clear pictures.
Singer, Isaac Bashevis. Why Noah Chose the Dove; tr. by Elizabeth Shub; pictures by Eric
Carle. Farrar, 1974. 28p. $5.95.
Handsome collage and paint illustrations show the animals that are, in this free
Ad interpretation of the Biblical story, quarreling about who is best suited to be chosen
K-2 for the ark. After hearing a catalog of boastings, Noah turns to the quiet dove, who
says, "Each one of us has something.the other doesn't have, given us by God who
created us all." Noah then tells the animals that God has ordered him to take
creatures of all kinds, and they are content. So the dove is chosen as messenger;
the story closes, "The truth is that there are in the world more doves than there are
tigers . . . and other ferocious beasts. The dove lives happily without fighting. It is
the bird of peace." The story loses pace during the long catalog of bragging state-
ments, and the pacific message of the ending, albeit a noble one, sounds flat when
read aloud. The dialogue is interesting in its capsule characterizing, but Singer is not
at his best when writing within the limitations of the picture book for young children.
Smith, Gene. The Hayburners; illus. by Ted Lewin. Delacorte, 1974. 64p. Trade ed. $4.95;
Library ed. $4.58 net.
"Hayburner" is, literally, a second-rate racehorse; here it's a term used for two
R creatures that are deficient in different ways. One is a steer that has been picked by
5-8 lot as Will's 4-H project; the other is a hired man who is retarded, Joey. Joey has
come to work for Will's parents for the summer, he is gentle and industrious, he has
the mind of a ten-year-old, and he adores Will's ungainly steer. At the end of the
summer, there is an auction of all the 4-H steers, and Will's beast gets honorable
mention; its development is all due to Joey's assiduous, loving care and he is thrilled.
Will and his parents don't know whether Joey, when he goes back to the state mental
home where he lives, knows that the animal he loves is to be butchered. Will, who
had been callous about Joey, has learned respect and compassion for this good,
childlike man. In a brief epilogue, Will is shown telling his own son, years later,
about Joey. And he weeps. While the story is touching, it is written without senti-
mentality; the characters-particularly Joey-and dialogue are strong, and the im-
plicit message is deftly conveyed: it is not necessary to be a winner to achieve, shown
in the contrast between Joey's delight and confidence and Will's pessimism and
irritation at having drawn by lot an animal that can't be a winner.
Stein, Sara Bonnett. About Handicaps; An Open Family Book for Parents and Children
Together; photography by Dick Frank; graphic design by Michel Goldberg. Walker,
1974. 47p. $4.50.
One in a series of "Open Family" books, in which there is an adult text in small
Ad print and a read-aloud text in (unnecessarily) large print, sometimes both on the same
K-3 page in separate columns. The text for children is direct: "Some people don't like
Joe. He can't walk right. He falls down. That scares Matthew." Joe, as the photo-
graphs show, has cerebral palsy, and Matthew is both repelled and frightened. His
father talks to him, takes Matthew to visit a man with an artificial hand, and they all
frankly talk about having a disability, about the fact that you adjust to it and learn
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that it doesn't matter to people who care about you. Reassured, Matthew is more at
ease and open with Joe. While the format of the book (the inclusion of adult material
throughout) seems weak, the suggestions for use with a child are sensible, and the
read-aloud text is frank and-with discussion-can achieve its purpose. The book
was developed in cooperation with the Center for Preventive Psychiatry. Other
books in the series, all by Ms. Stein, are About Dying, A Hospital Story, Making
Babies, and That New Baby.
Sykes, Pamela. Phoebe's Family. Nelson, 1974. 188p. $5.95.
A second story about the Devonish family is told by fourteen-year-old Phoebe,
R and it's just as funny, sophisticated, and touching as Our Father! Father is still
6-9 playing at being a temperamental author, still a Don Juan (patiently endured by his
devoted wife and his sometimes amused, sometimes irritated children) and Mother is
still wise, tactful, and overworked. Phoebe puts up with her older sister's instant
romances and the fussing, feuding ladies of an English village, but she is over-
whelmed by her love for an older man who is a friend of the family. Maurice encour-
ages Phoebe's writing and loves her dearly-as though she were his own daughter. A
predatory femme fatale refers casually to the fact that she and Maurice slept to-
gether, and Phoebe is in despair, but her mother, who has seen the whole situation
with silent sympathy, helps her adjust to the bitter disappointment she feels. Blithe in
tone, sparkling in dialogue without being too cute, candid in family relationships and
forthright in expressing them. A lively and thoroughly enjoyable story.
Talbot, Toby. Away is So Far; illus. by Dominique Michele Strandquest. Four Winds, 1974.
91p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.88 net.
Hard as he found it to adjust to his mother's death, eleven-year-old Pedro knew
Ad that it was harder for his father. So, when Papa announced that he couldn't bear their
4-6 home where everything reminded him of his wife, Pedro was resigned and
understanding-although to him it was a comfort to be amidst the things that Mama
had loved. After wandering through part of Spain, they went to Paris; Papa earned
money by guitar-playing, and Pedro adapted himself to the peripatetic life. Finally,
Papa realized that he was running from reality, and they went back to their own
village in Spain. Talbot writes with compassion about the man's bereavement and the
boy's understanding, but the story is slow-moving; despite the poetic style and
sensitivity, the book may be limited in its appeal by a lack of action and by the
narrow focus on only two characters.
Van Iterson, S. R. The Smugglers of Buenaventura; from the Dutch by Hilda van Stock-
um. Morrow, 1974. 191p. Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $4.81 net.
In the convoluted waterways and dense jungle that surround the Colombian town
Ad of Buenaventura, it was easy for criminals to evade the authorities who suspected
6-9 them of smuggling arms, easy for a suspected murderer to hide. Roberto is drawn
into the tangled and dangerous situation when he overhears some conversation that
puts him on the alert and that eventually sets him on the trail of the smugglers. Van
Iterson is adept at establishing mood and locale; the writing style and translation are
smooth, but this is less cohesive in plot development than are the author's earlier
books, in part due to the ponderous number of characters, in part to the often-
fragmented construction.
Van Woerkom, Dorothy, ad. Stepka and the Magic Fire; A Russian Easter Legend; retold by
Dorothy Van Woerkom; illus. by Dhimitri Zonia. Concordia, 1974. 46p. $3.95.
Stepka has no fire to light the Easter candles for his three motherless children; he
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M goes to neighbors who jeer at him and refuse, then gets some burning wood from one
3-4 of a group of charcoal burners. He has had to carry it in his coat, but there are no
scorches, and on Easter morning the coat is full of gold coins. Neighbors, envious,
imitate him, but their coats are burned by the fire and they get no gold. There is less
logic here than in most tales that follow the failed-imitation pattern, since the original
request was for something that meant no effort or cost; there is also not the usual
motif of reward for kindness, since Stepka has done nothing. The writing style and
the illustrations are adequate, the structure of the adaptation weak.
Walsh, Jill Paton. The Emperor's Winding Sheet. Farrar, 1974. 272p. $6.95.
The fall of Constantinople is told through the story of an English boy, Piers, who is
Ad by chance present at the crowning of Constantine and renamed Vrethiki ("lucky
7-9 find") and held captive, since the Emperor has decided that Vrethiki is the person
meant by an interpreted dream, the one whose presence will ensure the
Emperor's-and the city's-safety. The novel gives a detailed account of the reli-
gious and political complications that faced Constantine and a vivid picture of the
inexorable progress of Turkish conquest, but it is weakened by the use of conversa-
tion to give background information, and-to a lesser extent-by an occasional use
of a word that seems obtrusively anachronistic.
Walsh, Jill Paton. Toolmaker; illus. by Jeroo Roy. Seabury, 1974. 47p. $4.95.
A story of the Stone Age is illustrated with paper-cut pictures in black, white, and
Ad greys. In a matriarchal tribe, young Ra lives alone; his mother is dead and he is too
4-6 young to marry and live with his wife's family. Expert at toolmaking, Ra makes a
bargain with some hunters: he will make tools, they will give him food. During a bad
hunting season, Ra is abandoned; he makes his way to another tribe (which intro-
duces the concept of the first farmers) and is eagerly accepted as a maker of tools,
learning from them how to make a knife. The book has an adequate plot, the writing
style is competent although this hasn't the impact of Walsh's contemporary stories
for older readers, and the principles of division of labor and cultural diffusion are
smoothly introduced.
Ward, Ralph T. Ships Through History; illus. by Samuel F. Manning. Bobbs-Merrill, 1974.
143p. $7.95.
Although the title seems misleading, since the text describes only sailing ships and
R concludes with the invention of the steamship, the text and illustrations provide in
7- detail an account of the changes in structure and operation of sailing ships from the
time of ancient Egypt to the days of the great clipper ships and the first use of iron in
ship construction. While the book does not emphasize the effects that innovations in
sailing ships or the influences of naval powers had on history, it does incorporate
some of them. (An indicator is the absence of index entries for such major events as
the battle of Actium or the defeat of the Spanish Armada.) The arrangement is
chronological, the writing style matter-of-fact, dry but informative. A glossary, a
bibliography, and an index are appended.
White, Edgar. Children of Night; illus. by Dindga McCannon. Lothrop, 1974. 45p. Trade ed.
$4.25; Library ed. $3.94 net.
Chaka lives with his mother and brothers in the South Bronx; their basement
Ad apartment is dark and roach-infested, and the story is punctuated by twelve-year-old
4-6 Chaka's dreams of light and plenty. There is no story line; Chaka sees Tina, who is
"Chaka's girl only because her body was as dark as his," he takes part in looting
during a riot, he goes to school (sneaking free rides on the bus, hating his teacher,
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liking only the free lunches) and to church. As a picture of a segment of black
society, this is strong and candid, with forceful writing and occasional phrases that
are poetic. As a story, it lacks direction. The illustrations are awkward in the way
that children's drawings are, disproportionate but having spontaneity.
Williams, Jay. Forgetful Fred; illus. by Friso Henstra: Parents' Magazine, 1974. 32p. Trade
ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.19 net.
An original fairy tale is illustrated with the engaging grotesquerie of Henstra's
R imaginative drawings. One of the many servants of the richest man in the world,
K-3 forgetful Fred volunteers to go off and fetch for his employer the Bitter Fruit of
Satisfaction, for which he is to receive half Mr. Bumberdumble's wealth. With the
aid of an enamored maiden, Fred wins through over all obstacles and despite his
absent-minded gaffes. He gets rid of the witch who has taken the fruit-but finds he
has thrown out the fruit with the witch. There's no problem, however; Fred is
perfectly content with the witch's house, the hand of the enamored maiden, and the
flute he's never before had enough time to play. There's a pleasant note of mild
irreverence as foil for the standard pattern, and a brisk, no-nonsense writing style for
the fanciful plot.
Wilson, Beth P. The Great Minu; illus. by Jerry Pinkney. Follett, 1974. 32p. Trade ed. $4.95;
Library ed. $4.98 net.
Black and white drawings, occasionally busy with detail but with a high sense of
Ad design, illustrate a story taken from a collection of West African folk tales. The tale
K-3 begins, "Across the ocean and far away," which sets the scene adequately but
separates the story from the source. The theme is a familiar one in all folk literature:
misunderstanding because of a language barrier. A poor farmer decides to travel to
Accra to see the big city, and when he gets there he receives a repeated response to
his questions, "Minu," which means, "I do not understand." The farmer thinks that
his questions are being answered with a name, for he has asked who owns a hotel, a
fine house, a ship, etc. Then he sees a funeral procession and asks the name of the
dead person. "Minu." Reflecting on the fact that "Mr. Minu" is dead and that all his
wealth gained him nothing, the farmer goes home content to be alive, and satisfied
with his simple life. Adequately written, the story lacks the cadence of the oral
tradition and is therefore better as a source for storytelling than as a story for reading
aloud.
Woods, Gerald, ed. Art Without Boundaries; ed. by Gerald Woods, Philip Thompson, and
John Williams; with 333 illustrations, 15 in color. Praeger, 1974. 214p. Trade ed.
$8.50; Paper ed. $4.95.
The work of over seventy artists from many countries is described and illustrated,
R usually in double-page spreads, in a book that has minor reference use. In some
9- cases, the artist's own statement about his art or his philosophy of art is included.
This major portion of the book is prefaced by a lengthy and trenchant introduction
that discusses the blurring of traditional boundaries between disciplines and media in
the visual arts; the artists exemplify contemporary creativity in communicating
graphically. A section of brief biographical notes is appended.
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READING FOR PARENTS
To order any of the items listed below, please write directly to the publisher of the item, not to
the BULLETIN of the Center for Children's Books.
Clancy, Muriel J. "Children's Literature." Canadian Library Journal, September-October,
1972. A description of a program for parents.
Coody, Betty. Using Literature with Young Children. William C. Brown, 1973. 174 p. paper.
$2.95.
Family Life and Child Development: A Selective, Annotated Bibliography 1973. Child Study
Association of America, 1973. $2.50. Child Study Press, 50 Madison Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10010.
Gersoni-Stavn, Diane. Sexism and Youth. Bowker, 1974. 464p. $9.95.
Haley, Beverly. "The 'Fractured Family' in Adolescent Literature." English Journal,
February, 1974.
Haugaard, Kay. "Comicbooks, Conducts to Culture?" The Reading Teacher, October,
1973.
Hoskisson, Kenneth. "Should Parents Teach Their Children to Read?" Elementary English,
February, 1974.
Houseman, Ann Lord. "Tuned in to the entire family-a book festival." The Reading
Teacher, December, 1973.
Lesser, Gerald S. Children and Televison: Lessons from Sesame Street. Random House,
1974. 290p. $10.
Livingston, Myra C. "Children's Literature-in chaos, a creative weapon." The Reading
Teacher, March, 1974.
Morris, Claire. Selecting Children's Reading. Phi Delta Kappa, 1974. 40p. $.50. From Phi
Delta Kappa, 8th and Union, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
Weiser, Magaret. "Parental Responsibility in the Teaching of Reading." Young Children,
May, 1974.
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